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Abstract. Recently, in aerodynamics much attention has been paid to the investigation of the wing
with the energy high-lift devices, including the device for external flow suction as a constituent

part. This problem is reduced to the solution of the first-kind singular integral equations on a

segment or with Holder kernel in the class of singular solutions, i.e. the solutions which have the

singularity of the type 1/x at some point. As a rule, these equations have no unique solution. There

are some restrictions on the right-hand side in usual spaces that are not comfortable for numerical

solutions. Therefore we constructed wider spaces in which these equations, together with some

conditions, have a unique solution and no restrictions occur on the right-hand side. A numerical

method of the solution of these equations in wider spaces was proposed.

Key words: singular integral equations, singular solutions, widening spaces.

1. Let an airfoil (with the contour L) be flowed around by an ideal

incompressible fluid of the velocity V, =gradU,, where U, is a harmonic

function in the whole (x, y)-plane. Let on the airfoil, at the point Mo> be the

device for external flow suction (see Fig. 1). We simulate this device by the

source which gives the velocity field by the formula

V, (M)—g—rMM—g M#M,, MeR?
¢

21 rzMMQ (1)
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The contour L we simulate by the vorticity layer of the density y(M) =7y (¢)

at the point M()=M(x(¢), y(t)) on L, which gives the velocity field by the

formula

V, (Mo) = [@, (Mo, M)y(I)ds,
L

—

1 (yo—Y()i —(xg—x(t))]M, ~M()= ——uum —— "= M, eL.
e L Piy T€

The density y(M) must satisfy the following conditions:

1) non-penetration of the contour L,

V(My)iiy, =O, MyeL, My#Mg,

V(My) =V, (My)+Vp(My)+V,,

(‘77 (MO)EMO is continuous on L);

2) the velocities ‘77 (M) have the form of the type (1) on the positive side of

the contour L in the neighbourhood of the point M, and are smooth on the

negative side.

It may be shown (see [']) that Eq. (3) has the form

Fig. 1. (a) A thick airfoil. (b) A thin airfoil. “+”, the positive side on the contour L; “-”,the

negative side on the contour L; 7,
,

the ort.

(2)

3)
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27 27

2—;— jcotfi’—ziy(t)dt+ J.K(to,t)'y(t)dt= fto>» ty€[2,m],
0 0

f(to)=-a(to)(Vo(Mo)+Vo)An,»
where a(t,) is a smooth function if L is smooth closed and has the form

L ry@dr |

. F.JI to —t +:[lK(t°,t)Y(t)dt=f(to), to € (-L1)

if L is open.
In order that the function y() satisfies conditions 1) and 2), we must find the

solution to Egs. (4) and (5) in the form

y()=NO
t—tQ

where y (7) is smooth and y(z,) #0 if Q #O.

The solutions of the form (6) to Egs. (4) or (5) we call the singular solutions

and will denote by v (2).
Now let us consider some approaches to numerical determination of the

singular solutions on the example of the characteristic equations

2n
] to—t

— t——y()dt= f(ty), ts€lo2l],2n£°° — Ydt=f(t), 1o €[o:27]

1

1 y(@at
9 .

2 :[1 —fo= f(ty), 1o e[-11].

2. We shall begin with Eq. (7) and give some formulas from [*]:

t—t to—t to —! to—t t-tcot—o—cot—Q—z—cotO———Q— cotg—+cot————£ +l,
2 2 2 2 2

2n
t-t lo —!

jcot—z-flcotQTdt=2n, toelo2r], 5 #2p,
0

27

jcotzf‘z—’odt:-zn, 1o €[o.2n],
0 °

where, according to Hadamard ['], the integral is treated as a finite part.
Therefore one may take 7, =l7, in (10)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)
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2f
t—t

2n
2t

27

j cotOTdtjcot—— f(x)dt =—4n f(ty) +2m jf(r)dx.
0 0 0

From the formulas (10) and (12) it follows that the function

127 flig t—tQ
27

Yo)=-> !cot—?-f(t)dt +Creot—=L z[f(t)dt
is the solution to Eq. (7) for any function f(¢,) belonging to Holder class (H

class) on [0,27].
Further, we shall write the solutions of the type (13)

t—tQ
Y, () =7y(t)+cotTB,

where y(t)e H or L, on [0,27].
Below we apply some operator method for the construction and justification

of the numerical solution of the type (14) to Eq. (7).
At first we consider Eq. (7) in X* class (X* = H or L,). In this case the

solution to this equation exists if and only if the condition ,

2n
1

> _([f(t)dt—O
is valid.

The condition (15) is not comfortable for numerical solution as we must

observe this condition for f,(¢). Therefore we consider the following

construction. Let y(f) € X * and the number y, belong to R' (number axis) and

x=(@),yo)eX*xß" (direct product) with the norm Ixlly =

,/"y(t)"i* +"yo||žl . Now, let f(t)e Y*= X*and the number C belong to R',

and y=(f(l),C)eY=Y*x R'. Let the operator A, : X —Y be given by the

followingrules:

2n
1 ta -t

Tt ! cotoTy(t)dt= fty), t,elo2m],

1
2n

— üdt= C.
> _([Y()

Sometimes the variable number y, is called the “regularization variable” or

“Lifanian”.From the system (16) we have

(15)

(16)

(12)

(13)

(14)
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12n 127 t-t
=—| f()dt, y=-—|cot —a ft )dt, +C.Yo 2n!f() Y zn£°° >a

f(to)dto

Thus the operator A, gives a one-to-one map X on Y and [[Ax|, <|A][x],
i.e. A, ils continuously invertible. In this case, if for the function f(f) the

condition (15) 1s fulfilled, we have y, =0 and (y(¢),0) =7y (¢) is the usual solution

to Eq. (8). In the following case the operator A, : X — Y is defined by the rules

2n
1 ta —t

Yot '([ COt-Q—z—Y(t)dt=f(to), t, €[o,2m]

1
21

+ — t)dt=C.Yo
27 2.;Y()

Then we have

1
2n

Yo=7 { fydt,

121 t-t 121
Y=-7 £ sot —2f(to)dty +C-7— { fayar,

i.e. the operator A, is continuously invertible.

Now we shall consider another case. Let the value y(t;), 7 €[o,2n],
(X*= H), be known. Then the operator A;: X — Y is defined by the following
rules:

21
] ty —t

+ — tA—y(t)dt= f(t,), t €|/0,21],Yo zn£°° —Y(o)di=f(), 1 €[o.27]

Y(tr)=A.

Then we have

1
2n .

Yo=šjf(t)dt,
0

1
2

t-t tr -t

Y(t)=—s; E[ [cot——Zl—cotlz—l] f(ty)dty +\.

Thus the operator A, is continuously invertible

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)
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Now we consider Eq. (7) in the class of singular solutions (14). Let the

intensity Q of the source be known (see (4)), and as Eq. (7) corresponds to the

unit circle, then

7

-
0

VoMo, ==, MoeL, Mo*Mog.

In this case the function f(z,) is known. The function y (f) we shall

consider as the point x=(y(¢), B) in the space X=X *X Rsl, R; = R!. Thus, the

operator Ag;:X > Y =X*X R' takes the form

21
1 th—t

& ! cotOTys(t)dt=ft to€[o,2l],

1
27

š'([Ys(t)d':C.

From the formula (10) it follows that the system (22) may be rewritten in the

form (16) by replacing y, by B and 7y () by y(z). Now we see that the

number B is equal to y, in (17) and y(¢) is given in this formula too. Thus, the

solution 7y, (z) to the system (22) is given by the formula (13) and the operator

A, 1s continuously invertible.

Now let the intensity Q of the source be unknown (see (4)). In this case the

function f(#,) may be represented as f,(¢,)—7Y,, Where y, is unknown and

f,(t,) is known. Therefore we take the space X=X *xR. xR' which has the

elements x=(y(t),B,Y,) and the space ¥=Y *x R' x R' 3y =(f,(#,),C,A) and

define the operator A, : X —Y by the following rules:

21
] to —t

+ — t——y (t)dt= filto), t,€l|o,2m],Yo 2n{ce —
Y Odt=f(t9), 1o €[o.2n]

1
21

= {y()dt=C,

‘Ys(tT)=7», tT ¢tQ.

The operator A_, is continuously invertiblebecause the equalities

(22)

(23)
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tr—t T
-tan 2

8 — T O
—B=tan

> [Ä+2n !cot >
f(ty)dto C],

12n
=— t)dt—B,Yo=s-[f)

0

(:)——izfcotiif(t )dt, +CY
27

x
2 0

t-to
'ys(t)=y(t)+cotTß

are valid.

Note 1. Analogous results can be received for the operator A,; which is defined

by the following rule: in the system (23), instead of the second and third

equations, take the equations

YU)=Xy, tp, #tg, tr, #lr..

Now let us consider the following case. We have at the point 7, the source

of the known intensity Q,, and at the point #,, f, #l,, we have the source

of the unknown intensity Q,. In this case we get the solution in the form

t—t t—t

Y, (t)='y(t)+cotTQlßl +cot—s9-32,
which will represent the point of the space X*X Rll’s xßé,s, and define the

operator A, from the space X=X*x Rll,s X Rš's xR' in the space

Y=Y*xß'xß'xß' by the following rules:

2n
] y -t

Yo+ _({ cotOTyl(t)dt=fl(to), t, € [0,21],

1
2n

E{ys(t)dm G

Ys(tr)=A, tržty»to,»

,

oo _4QIIP g

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)
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It may be shown that

Q 1
21

A
o 2B -B, =&7 1057 _(‘;fl(t)dt B,-8,,

tr —t tr —t

B, =tanT—292—[Ä—'y(tT)—cot—T—?2-l-Bl ],
and y(r) is given by the formula (17). Therefore the operator A, is

continuously invertible.

Note 2. Finally we consider the following case. Let the intensities

Q,,» m=1,...k, which are placed at the points ¢z,, m=1,...,k, be known but

the intensity Q,,, be unknown and placed at the point 75 (7p# to; L# ],

i,j=1,..., k+l). In this case we seek the solution to Eq. (7) in the form

k+l t—t

Y@ =y(@®)+ Z cot—-žgm-B,„, te[o,27],
m=l

and the operator A,, is defined by the following rules:

2n
1 to—t

=

Yo +—2—n—£cot——2—ys(t)dt—fl(to), t, € [0,21],

121 t
— t)dt=C,
> !;Ys()
'YS(IT)=Ä, Ir ¢tQm’ m=1,...,k+1,

a a 49,im O to +— =Y.ty ——| |=—, m=1,...,k.e [Y“(Qm 2) YS(Q"' 2)] r"

3. The numerical solution of Eq. (7). Let us take in the system (7) instead of

f(t,) atrigonometric polynomial f,(z,) of degree n. Then the solution to this

equation in the space X* is a trigonometric polynomial v, (¢) of degree n. Let us

take the points }

t=B+i Rbe e i=01...2n and ty=t+.
2n+l 2n+l 2n+l

Then the equality (see '

(28)

(29)
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21 2n

fety (hdt=—-YctZy ) j=0,1...2n,2n£°° 7710 Znš >)p J n,

is valid. Now, for numerical solution of the system (16) we get the following
system of linear algebraic equations (5.1.a.e.):

1
&

o=t 2%
— 5=001....2Vao + g2oVISSt j5Ol 2n

2n
1 271

.—ž t.)——=C.21ti=OY"(')2n+1
The solution to s.l.a.e. (31) is given by the following formulas:

1 21
= — t ) —,YnO anž=o,fn(ol)2n+l

1 ity 27
t; =——-—ž cot—— f (t;;) —+C.Yalti) 2n

£
>Mg

Note 3. If f()eH on [o2n] then we may take f,(to;)= f(to;)
j=0,1,...,2n.

For the systems (18) and (20) the s.l.a.e.are taken in an analogous way, only
in (20) we must take ¢, =¢, for some i;.

Now let us consider numerical solution of Eq. (7) in the class of singular
solutions. Let 7, =¢,;0 From the singularities of the choice of the points ž; and

tojs iJj=0,1...,2n, and from the formulas we have

21
— 2n —

1 t-to; — toj, —t ti—toj jp 7 2n——Jcot—o*lcot.',g—dtzl=—l-2cot—l——oj-cot—j—g—.—l——, ]¢jQ
21t

o
2 2 27

1
2 2 2n+l

Now, fornumerical solution of the system (20) we get the following s.La.e.:

1 ž ttoj“ti 21
— cot ———t) ——= :
2n

o
2 ’Y’l,s(l)zn_*_l —fn(to])9 j:0,1,...,Zn, j¢jQ9

122 2T
— Y (t —

27
i=o

= l)2n+l C’

(30(30)

(31)

(32)

(33)

(34)
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which has the solution

2n
—1 li —o; 27 ki — ojo ,

t =——ž:cot———— t)——-+C+cotH28, i=01...,2nVns Ei) 2n
£

2 f"(°’)2n+l 2"

2n
] 21

By=—d faltoj) —." 21ti=0f"(01)2n+1

The convergence of the method is evident.

Note 4. For Eq. (8) an analogous method of numerical solution may be

constructed.
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SINGULAARSETE INTEGRAALVÕRRANDITE SINGULAARSED

LAHENDID JA NENDE RAKENDUSED

Ivan K. LIFANOV

Viimasel ajal on aerodiinaamikas pooratud suurt tdhelepanu sellistele tiiva

konstruktsioonidele, mis sisaldavad tiiva pinnal Ghku imevaid seadeldisi.

Matemaatiliselt taanduvad seda laadi iilesanded singulaarse tuumaga esimest

liiki integraalvorrandi lahendamisele 1/x-tiilipi singulaarsustega funktsioonide

ruumides. Niisuguste vorrandite lahendid pole iiheselt médratud ja vorrandi

parem pool peab lahendi olemasoluks rahuldama numbrilise lahendamise

seisukohast kiillaltki ebamugavaid tingimusi. Artiklis on konstrueeritud

funktsioonide ruumid, kus mainitud vorrandid teatud lisatingimustel on iiheselt

lahenduvad suvalise parema poole korral, ning on esitatud ka vdrrandite

praktiliseks lahendamiseks sobiv algoritm.

(35)
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